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perform our analysis using parton shower event generator models but we expect that the proposed
framework can be applied directly to the raw data for which we outline possible future directions.
We expect that the automated design of suitable observables for heavy-ion collisions can provide
guidance for extracting information about the QGP from jet substructure data. In addition, the
proposed framework can also be applied to event-wide data samples in heavy-ion collisions and at
the future Electron-Ion Collider.
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FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of jets in pp (left) and heavyion AA (right) collisions. Interactions with the Quark-Gluon
Plasma can lead to a modification of the jet substructure.
By training a classifier (fully supervised), the machine learns
the relevant information that distinguishes jets in pp and AA
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IRC-safe vs. IRC-unsafe physics
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We compare the IRC-unsafe network
(PFN) to an IRC-safe network (EFN)
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IRC-unsafe information contains
significant discriminating power
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Hard vs. soft physics
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How many observables does one need
to measure to saturate information?
DNN with 3M − 4 N-subjettiness
basis observables as input:
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Significant information in
quenched jets up to M ≈ 25
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Observable design
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By balancing the tradeoff of discriminating power and complexity,
we can design the most strongly modified calculable observable
Approximate classifier with
small number of features
“Symbolic regression”
using Lasso
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e 7. ROC curves for the Lasso regression using the N -subjettiness basis and EFPs. For
rison we also show the result for typical observables in heavy-ion collisions.
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Information loss due to background
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Discriminating power is highly reduced by
the fluctuating underlying event

Background subtraction algorithms
remove small but significant information
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